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Abstract
Gaussian Processes (GPs) provide powerful probabilistic frameworks for interpolation,
forecasting, and smoothing, but have been hampered by computational scaling issues.
Here we investigate data sampled on one dimension (e.g., a scalar or vector time series
sampled at arbitrarily-spaced intervals), for which state-space models are popular due to
their linearly-scaling computational costs. It has long been conjectured that state-space
models are general, able to approximate any one-dimensional GP. We provide the first
general proof of this conjecture, showing that any stationary GP on one dimension with
vector-valued observations governed by a Lebesgue-integrable continuous kernel can be
approximated to any desired precision using a specifically-chosen state-space model: the
Latent Exponentially Generated (LEG) family. This new family offers several advantages
compared to the general state-space model: it is always stable (no unbounded growth),
the covariance can be computed in closed form, and its parameter space is unconstrained
(allowing straightforward estimation via gradient descent). The theorem’s proof also draws
connections to Spectral Mixture Kernels, providing insight about this popular family of
kernels. We develop parallelized algorithms for performing inference and learning in the
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LEG model, test the algorithm on real and synthetic data, and demonstrate scaling to
datasets with billions of samples.

1. Introduction

Gaussian Process (GP) methods are a powerful and expressive class of nonparametric
techniques for interpolation, forecasting, and smoothing (Rasmussen and Williams, 2005).
However, this expressiveness comes at a cost: if implemented naively, inference in a GP given
n observed data points will require O(n3) operations. A large body of work has devised
various means to circumvent this cubic run-time; briefly, this literature can be broken down
into several threads. A first approach is to attempt to perform exact inference without
imposing any restrictions on the covariance kernel, using careful numerical methods typically
including preconditioned conjugate gradients (Cutajar et al., 2016). Wang et al. (2019)
represents the state of the art: inference and learning can be performed on ∼ 106 datapoints
on an 8-GPU machine and a few days of processing time. A second approach searches
for good approximations to the posterior (e.g., low-rank approximations to the posterior
covariance) that do not rely on special properties of the covariance kernel. Some well-known
examples of this approach include (Quiñonero-Candela and Rasmussen, 2005; Snelson and
Ghahramani, 2007; Hensman et al., 2013; Low et al., 2015; De G. Matthews et al., 2017). In a
third approach, several techniques exploit special kernel structure. Examples include matrices
with Kronecker product structure (Gilboa et al., 2013), Toeplitz structure (Zhang et al.,
2005; Cunningham et al., 2008), approximate bandedness (Gonzalez et al., 2009), matrices
that can be well-approximated with hierarchical factorizations (Ambikasaran et al., 2015),
or matrices which are sufficiently smooth to allow for interpolation-based approximations
(Wilson and Nickisch, 2015).

When the GP has one-dimensional input, one popular method for scaling learning and
inference is to approximate the GP with some form of Gaussian hidden Markov model (that
is, a state-space model) (Reinsel, 2003; Mergner, 2009; Cheung et al., 2010; Brockwell and
Davis, 2013). This model class has considerable virtue: it is a particular case of a GP, it
includes popular models like the auto-regressive moving average process (ARMA, when on
an evenly spaced grid), and perhaps most importantly it admits linear-time O(n) inference
via message passing.

It has long been conjectured that state-space models are not only fast, but general.
In several special cases it has been shown that state-space models provide arbitarily-good
approximations of specific covariance kernels (Karvonen and Sarkkä, 2016; Benavoli and
Zaffalon, 2016; Särkkä and Solin, 2019). Discrete-time processes on a finite interval can also
be approximated this way (Lindgren et al., 2011). The idea is simple: by taking a sufficiently
high-dimensional latent space, one can produce processes whose observed covariance is quite
intricate. Much progress has been made in understanding how quickly such approximations
converge, i.e. how many latent dimensions are required (Hartikainen and Särkkä, 2010; Särkkä
and Piché, 2014; Karvonen and Sarkkä, 2016). Practically, Gilboa et al. (2013) suggests it is
straightforward to learn many GP models using state-space techniques.

However, no general proof of this conjecture exists, to our knowledge. Karvonen and
Sarkkä (2016) provide a good example of the results in this vein that have already been
achieved: theoretical tools for proving that particular Gaussian Process models can be
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approximated by state-space models. These tools represent a promising advance from what
came before, insofar as they can be applied to arbitrary kernels, allowing one to transform
problems of kernel approximation into more elegant questions about Taylor series convergence.
However, they do have some disadvantages. First, the proofs only show convergence for a
compact subset of the Fourier transform of the kernels; thus the approximations might have
arbitrarily poor high-frequency behavior. Second, the methods do not apply if one measures
a vector of observations at each time-point.

Here we present a new theorem which lays the “generality” question to rest for time-series
data with vector-valued observations. It is based on a connection between state-space models
and Spectral Mixture kernels (Wilson and Adams, 2013). The new theorem shows that any
stationary GP on one dimension with vector-valued observations and a Lebesgue-integrable
continuous kernel can be uniformly approximated by a state-space model. Along the way, we
also prove a similar generality result for Spectral Mixture kernels of the form Σ : R→ RD×D.

To prove this theorem, we develop a convenient family of Gaussian hidden Markov models
on one dimension: the Latent Exponentially Generated (LEG) process. This model has several
advantages over the general state-space models: its covariance can be computed in closed form;
it is stable (with no unbounded growth); and its parameter space is unconstrained (allowing
for simple gradient descent methods to be applied to learn the model parameters). The LEG
model generalizes the Celerité family of Gaussian Processes (Foreman-Mackey et al., 2017)
to allow more model flexibility and permit vector-valued observations. Unlike some popular
state-space models such as the ARMA, LEG processes do not require that the observations
are equally spaced. LEG kernels have an intersection with spectral mixture kernels (Wilson
and Adams, 2013), which enables a proof that these LEG kernels can approximate any
integrable continuous kernel. Thus LEG models are general: our main mathematical result
is to prove that for any stationary Gaussian Process x on one dimension with integrable
continuous covariance, for any ε, the covariance of x can be uniformly matched within ε
by a LEG covariance kernel. Finally, inference for the LEG processes can be parallelized
efficiently via a technique known as Cyclic Reduction (Sweet, 1974), leading to significant
runtime improvements.

To summarize, this paper contains three contributions. First, it is shown for the first
time that any vector-valued GP on one dimension with a stationary integrable kernel can
be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a state-space model. Second, an unconstrained
parameterization for state-space models is developed (the LEG family). Finally, based on
that parameterization, this paper introduces an open-source, parallel-hardware, linear-time
package for learning, interpolating, and smoothing vector-valued continuous-time state-space
models with irregularly-timed observations.

The remainder of this paper defines the LEG family, explores its connections to other
families of kernels, derives its generality, and finally empirically backs up these claims across
real and synthetic data. In particular, we show that the LEG family enables inference on
datasets with billions of samples with runtimes that scale in minutes, not days.

2. Latent Exponentially Generated (LEG) kernels

Consider a zero-mean Gaussian Process on one dimension, i.e. a random function x : R→ RD
such that for any finite collections of times t1, t2 · · · tn the distribution of (x(t1), · · ·x(tn)) ∈
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RD×n is jointly a zero-mean Gaussian. The covariance kernel of x is a matrix-valued
function defined by Σ(s, t) = E[x(s)x(t)>] ∈ RD×D. A process is said to be stationary if
Σ(s, t) = C(s− t) for some matrix-valued function C and E[x(t)] is the same for all values of
t. In this case we write τ for the time-lag s− t, i.e C = C(τ). For clarity of exposition, what
follows assumes stationarity and zero mean; generalizations are discussed in Section 6.

Some stationary Gaussian Processes are also linear state-space models. For the purposes
of this article, we will say a process is a state-space model if there is a Markovian Gaussian
Process z : R→ RQ and at each timepoint t we independently sample x(t) ∼ N (Bz(t),ΛΛ>)
with some matrices B,Λ. The process z is called the “latent” process: it is used to define a
distribution on the observations, x, but it may not actually refer to any observable property
of the physical world. The matrices B,Λ are referred to as the “observation model.”

This paper was born from the following question: can any stationary covariance kernel
be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a state-space model?

To answer this question, we found it convenient to design a family of linear state-space
models which we call the “Latent Exponentially-Generated” family. This family has several
convenient features which enabled simpler analysis: the family can be indexed with an
unconstrained parameter space, every member of the family is stationary, and it is easy
to compute marginal covariances. To define this family, we will start by defining a latent
Markovian GP, then we will define the observation model. Taken together these objects will
form the LEG family of state-space models.

Definition 1 Let z(0) ∼ N (0, I), let w denote a standard Brownian motion, let N,R
be any Q × Q matrices, and let G = NN> + R − R>. Let z satisfy z(t) = z(0) +∫ t

0

(
−1

2Gz(s)ds+Ndw(s)
)
. Then we will say z is a Purely Exponentially Generated process,

z ∼ PEG(N,R). Applying the standard formulae for the covariances of linear stochastic
differential equations, we obtain that the covariance kernel of z is given by the formula below
(we refer the reader to Appendix C for a brief review).

CPEG(τ ;N,R) =

exp
(
− |τ |2 G

)
if τ ≥ 0

exp
(
− |τ |2 G

>
)

if τ ≤ 0

If the real parts of the eigenvalues of G are strictly positive, the spectral representation of the
PEG kernel may be calculated as

CPEG(τ ;N,R) =
1

2π

∫
exp(−iωτ)

[
(G/2− iωI)−1 + (G>/2 + iωI)−1

]
dω

We refer the reader to Cramér (1940) for a collection of first properties on such spectral
representations; we also briefly review these properties in Appendix C.

The matrices N,R can be interpreted intuitively. The positive definite diffusion NN>

controls the predictability of the process: when an eigenvalue of NN> becomes larger, the
process z becomes less predictable along the direction of the corresponding eigenvector. The
antisymmetric R−R> term affects the process by applying an infinitesimal deterministic
rotation at each point in time. The eigenvalues of R−R> are purely imaginary, and when
they are large they lead to strong rapid oscillations in the process, while the eigenvectors
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Figure 1: PEG process samples. The plots above show representative samples from the
model PEG(N,R) as we vary N and R. Here we consider rank-2 PEG models
(only one element of the 2d vector is plotted), so N,R are both 2× 2 matrices. We
vary N by taking it to be various multiples of the identity. We vary R by taking
various multiples of J , the antisymmetric 2× 2 matrix with zeros on the diagonal
and ±1 on the off-diagonal. In this simple rank-2 case, increasing N leads to a
less predictable process and increasing R leads to faster oscillations.

control how these oscillations are mixed across the dimensions of z. As an illustration, Figure
1 shows the first dimension of samples from a Q = 2 PEG process with various values of
N,R.

We now turn to the observed process:

Definition 2 Let z ∼ PEG(N,R). Fix any D×Q matrix B and any D×D matrix Λ. For
each t independently, define the conditional observation model: x(t)|z(t) ∼ N (Bz(t),ΛΛ>).
We define a Latent Exponentially Generated (LEG) process to be the Gaussian Process
x : R → RD generated by a PEG prior and the above observation model. We write x ∼
LEG(N,R,B,Λ). The formula for the covariance of x is given below.

CLEG(τ ;N,R,B,Λ) =

{
B (CPEG(τ ;N,R))B> if τ = 0

B (CPEG(τ ;N,R))B> + ΛΛ> otherwise

When Λ = 0, we may suppress that parameter by the abuse of notation CLEG(N,R,B) =
CLEG(N,R,B, 0). We will refer to the latent dimension Q as the rank of the LEG kernel
and D as the dimension of the kernel.

In the next section we will see how the LEG family of kernels is connected to other
popular families. Before we do so, let us collect a few elementary properties about the LEG
family itself.

Lemma 3 (Connections among LEG kernels) Let Σ = CLEG(N,R,B,Λ) denote a
LEG kernel of dimension D and rank Q. Let Σ̃ = CLEG(Ñ , R̃, B̃, Λ̃) denote a LEG kernel of
dimension D̃ and rank Q̃. Let ⊗ denote the Kronecker product and ⊕ denote the direct sum.
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1. If D = D̃, then the kernel τ 7→ Σ(τ) + Σ̃(τ) lies in the family of LEG kernels of rank
Q+ Q̃.

2. The kernel τ 7→ Σ(τ)⊗Σ̃(τ) lies in the family of LEG kernels of rank QQ̃ and dimension
DD̃.

3. Let γ > 0. The kernel τ 7→ Σ(τ/γ) lies in the family of LEG kernels of rank Q and
dimension D.

Proof We can construct each new kernel explicitly in the LEG form.

1. Take CLEG(N ⊕ Ñ , R⊕ R̃, (B B̃),Λ + Λ̃).

2. Take CLEG((NN> ⊗ I + I ⊗ ÑÑ>)1/2, R ⊗ I + I ⊗ R̃, B ⊗ B̃, (ΛΛ> ⊗ Λ̃Λ̃>)1/2). To
see that this kernel matches the desired Kronecker product, we use the fact that
exp(A⊗ I + I ⊗ Ã) = exp(A)⊗ exp(Ã); we refer the reader to Neudecker (1969) for
exposition on this subject.

3. Take CLEG(N/
√
γ,R/γ,B,Λ).

3. Connections between LEG kernels and other model families

We here summarize the relationship between the LEG family and several popular families
of stationary positive-definite kernels on one dimension. We first define each family in turn
and then present a Lemma describing some connections between these families and the LEG
family.

Spectral mixtures. Spectral mixture kernels, as introduced by Wilson and Adams (2013),
define a covariance kernel by taking the Fourier transform of a weighted sum of different
shifts of a probability density. It was originally designed for GPs of the form x : Rd → R;
here we generalize this to ones of the form x : Rd → RD. Let K̂ : Rd → R denote any
positive definite kernel. Let γ > 0, and b ∈ CD. We define a Spectral Mixture Term by

CSMT(τ ; K̂, b, µ, γ) = <(exp(−iτµ)bb∗)K̂(τ/γ),

where <(x) takes the real part of a matrix and b∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of
b. We will say such a term is based on K̂. Spectral mixture terms are the result of
applying six transformations to K̂: taking the Fourier transform, scaling the domain by
γ, shifting the domain by µ, multiplying by bb∗/γ, taking the inverse Fourier transform,
and taking the real part. We define a Spectral Mixture kernel CSM : Rd → RD with Q
components to be any sum of Q spectral mixture terms each carrying the same choice
for K̂, γ.

Matern. Let Kν denote the modified bessel function of the second kind. The standard
Matern kernel of order ν is given by CMTN(τ ; ν) = 21−ν(τ

√
2ν)νKν(τ

√
2ν)/Γ(ν). We

refer the reader to Särkkä and Solin (2019) for details on this popular family of kernels.
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Celerité terms. Developed by Foreman-Mackey et al. (2017), a Celerité term is given by
CCLR(τ ; a, b, c, d) = a exp(−c|τ |) cos(d|τ |) + b exp(−c|τ |) sin(d|τ |). Such terms are not
always valid kernels, i.e. there are parameters a, b, c, d such that C(·; a, b, c, d) is not
the kernel of any Gaussian Process. If a Celerité term is the kernel of a Gaussian
Process, it is said to be “positive-definite.”

Stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck. Let G ∈ RQ×Q such that that the real part of the
eigenvalues of G are strictly positive. Let N ∈ RQ×Q denote any other matrix.
Then there exists a unique symmetric nonnegative-definite matrix P∞ satisfying the
continuous Lyapunov equation GP∞+P∞G

> = 2NN> (cf. Chapter 2 of Artemiev and
Averina (1997)). Let z(0) ∼ N (0, P∞) and z(t) = z(0) +

∫ t
0

(
−1

2Gz(s)ds+Ndw(s)
)
,

where w is a standard Brownian motion. Then z is a stationary Gaussian process,
known as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process parameterized by G,N . The covariance
kernel of z is given below (we refer the reader to Appendix C for a brief review of such
covariances).

COU(τ ;G,N) =

{
exp(−G|τ |/2)P∞ if τ ≥ 0

P∞ exp(−G>|τ |/2) if τ ≤ 0

We will refer to Q as the dimension of the kernel. Note that if G+G> = 2NN> then
P∞ = I and this is exactly equal to a PEG kernel.

Stationary linear state-space. Let COU(G,N) denote a stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
kernel of dimension Q. Fix any matrix B ∈ RD×Q. We define the stationary state-space
model kernel family as follows:

CSSM(τ ;G,N,B) = BCOU(τ ;G,N)B>.

We will refer to Q as the rank of the kernel and D as the dimension of the kernel.
Such kernels are always nonnegative definite, though they are not guaranteed to be
strictly positive definite; for example, if Q < D the kernel will fail to be strictly positive
definite.

Below we summmarize a few connections between these families and LEG kernels.

Lemma 4 (Connections to other model families)

1. Let G ∈ RQ×Q such that the real part of all eigenvalues is strictly positive. Let
N ∈ RQ×Q, B ∈ RD×D. Then CSSM(G,N,B) lies in the family of LEG kernels of rank
Q.

2. Let ν ∈ {1/2, 3/2, · · · }. Then the Matern kernel of order ν lies in the family of LEG
kernels of rank ν + 1/2.

3. Let CLEG(N,R,B) denote a LEG kernel of dimension 1 and rank Q. Then every
spectral mixture kernel with Q̃ components based on CLEG(N,R,B) lies in the family
of LEG kernels with rank 2Q̃Q.

4. Every positive-definite Celerité term lies in the family of LEG kernels with rank 2.
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Proof We treat each point in turn.

1. Let P∞ = COU(0;G,N). Without loss of generality, we assume P∞ is strictly positive
definite (if any eigenvalue of P∞ is zero, it follows that α>z(t) = 0 for all t for
the corresponding eigenvector α; we may then adopt a change of variables to a
new family of state-space processes without this degeneracy). Fix any invertible
matrix Ψ such that ΨP∞Ψ> = I (for example, the principal square root of the
inverse of P∞ will always suffice). Let G̃ = ΨGΨ−1, Ñ = ΨN , B̃ = Ψ−1B, and
R = (G̃− G̃>)/4. The continuous Lyapunov equation GP∞ + P∞G

> = 2NN> yields
that CSSM(τ ;G,N,B) = CLEG(τ ; Ñ , R, B̃).

2. Combine point 1 of this lemma with the corresponding result for state-space models
(cf. Chapter 12 of Särkkä and Solin (2019)).

3. Let µ ≥ 0 and b ∈ CD. In light of Lemma 3, it suffices to show that <(exp(−iτµ)bb∗)
lies in the LEG family. We start by defining a skew-symmetric matrix J , below.

J =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
Let Σ(τ) = CLEG(τ ; 0, µJ, (<(b) =(b))). We calculate.

Σ(τ) = cos(µτ)
(
<(b)<(b)> + =(b)=(b)>

)
+ sin(µτ)

(
−<(b)=(b)> + =(b)<(b)>

)
Applying Euler’s formula, we obtain Σ(τ) = <(exp(−iτµ)bb∗), as desired.

4. Let N1 =
√

2c− 2bd/a, R1 =
√

2c2 + 4d2 + 2b2d2/a2 and N2 =
√
c+ bd/a. Foreman-

Mackey et al. (2017) show that that |bd| < ac and a, c ≥ 0 for any positive-definite
Celerité term, thus N1, R1, N2 ∈ R. Let

N =

(
N1 0
N2 N2

)
R =

(
0 R1

0 0

)
B =

( √
a 0

)
Then observe that CCLR(a, b, c, d) = CLEG(N,R,B).

4. Generality of LEG kernels and Spectral Mixtures for vector-valued
time-series

Here we show that spectral mixture and LEG kernels are dense in the uniform norm in the
space of continuous integrable positive definite kernels on one dimension. We additionally
show that for each ξ ∈ N, the subset of LEG kernels associated with ξ-times-differentiable
processes is also dense in this space.

To obtain these results we develop a generalization of a classic theorem from the kernel
density estimation literature.
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Theorem 5 Let K, p denote bounded densities on Rd. Let g : Rd → [−M,M ]D. Let
γ` = `1/2d. Let µ1, µ2 · · · ∼ p, independently. For each ` ∈ 1, 2, · · · , define h`(ξ) =
1
`

∑`
k=1 g(µk)γ

d
`K(γ`(ξ − µk)). Then

P

(
lim
`→∞

D∑
i=1

∫
|h`,i(ξ)− p(ξ)gi(ξ)|dξ = 0

)
= 1.

Proof We largely imitate the proof of Devroye and Wagner (Devroye and Wagner, 1979),
which handles the special case that g(x) = 1.

Let us start by assuming g takes the form g : Rd → [0,M ].
For almost any fixed ω, we have that lim`→∞ |h`(ω)− p(ω)g(ω)| = 0 almost surely. This

follows from two steps:

1. Controlling the bias. Let

h̄`(ω) = E [h`(ω)]

=

∫
g(x)γd`K(γ`(ω − x))p(x)dx

Now fix any δ > 0. We have that

|h̄`(ω)− p(ω)g(ω)| ≤
∫
‖x−ω‖<δ/γ`

|p(x)g(x)− p(ω)g(ω)|γd`K(γ`(ω − x))dx

+

∫
‖x−ω‖≥δ/γ`

|p(x)g(x)− p(ω)g(ω)|γd`K(γ`(ω − x))dx

We look at each term separately:

• For x ≈ ω we apply the Lebesgue differentiation theorem. Let c = supK(x) and
let λ(δ) denote the volume of the ball of radius δ. Noting that γd` = λ(δ)/λ(δ/γ`),
we see that the integral of the error over ‖x− ω‖ < δ/γ` is bounded by

cλ(δ)
1

λ(δ/γ`)

∫
‖x−ω‖<δ/γ`

|p(x)g(x)− p(ω)g(ω)|dx

For any fixed δ, the Lebesgue differentiation theorem shows that this goes to zero
almost everywhere because γ →∞.

• For ‖x−ω‖ > δ/γ`. Let c = M supx p(x). Then the integral of the error over this
domain is bounded by

2c

∫
‖x−ω‖≥δ

K(ω − x)dx

Note that we used a change of variables to drop any dependency on γ`. Since K
is a density we can always find δ so that this is arbitrarily small.
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Therefore, for any fixed ε we can always find a δ which ensures that the second term is
less than ε/2, and then ensure that the first term is less than ε/2 for all sufficiently
large `. In short, |h̄`(ω)− p(ω)g(ω))| → 0 for each ω.

2. Controlling the variation. Now we would like to bound h̄`(ω)−h`(ω). To do this we note
that it is a sum of independent random variables of the form g(µk)γd`K(γ`(ω − µk))/`.
Letting c = M supxK(x) we observe that the absolute value of each random variable
is bounded by γdc/`. Hoeffding’s inequality then gives that

P
(∣∣h̄`(ω)− h`(ω)

∣∣ > ε
)
≤ 2 exp

(
−2`t2

γd` c

)
= 2 exp

(
−
√
`
2t2

c

)
The right-hand-side is always summable for any t > 0. Indeed, one may readily verify
that if f(x) = −2 exp(−c

√
x)(c
√
x+ 1)/c2, then f ′(x) = exp(−c

√
x). For any c > 0 it

follows that
∫∞

1 exp (−c
√
x) dx = 2(c+ 1)e−c/c2 <∞ and∑
`

P
(∣∣h̄`(ω)− h`(ω)

∣∣ > ε
)
<∞

Applying Borel-Cantelli we find that |h̄y,`(ω)− hy,`(ω)| converges almost surely to zero.

Combining these steps together, we obtain a pointwise result: for almost every ω, the
sequence h1(ω), h2(ω), · · · converges almost surely to p(ω)g(ω).

We must now extend this pointwise result to L 1. To do so we start by noting that∫
|h`(ω)|dω →

∫
|p(ω)g(ω)|dω almost surely. Since g(ω) ≥ 0, we have that

∫
|h`(ω)|dω =

∫
h`(ω)dω =

1

`

∑̀
k=1

g(µk)

Note that this is the average of independent and identically distributed bounded objects. The
law of large numbers thus gives us that

∫
|h`(ω)|dω converges almost surely to Eµ1∼p[g(µ1)] =∫

p(ω)g(ω)dω =
∫
|p(ω)g(ω)|dω. This allows us to extend our pointwise result to the desired

L 1 result via Glick’s Lemma, which is stated for the benefit of the reader in Lemma 12 in
Appendix C.

Finally, let us consider the case of g : Rd → [−M,M ]D. For each i ∈ {1 · · ·D} apply
the above arguments twice (once for the positive part of gi and once for the negative part
of gi) together with the triangle inequality to yield a proof for full statement of this theorem.

With this in hand, the results we seek are straightforwad.

Theorem 6 Fix any positive-definite Lebesgue-integrable kernel K̂ : Rd → R with K(0) = 1,
any ε > 0, and any continuous Lebesgue-integrable covariance kernel of the form Σ : Rd →
RD×D. One may find a spectral mixture kernel based on K̂ which uniformly approximates Σ
to within ε.

10
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Proof Apply Bochner’s theorem to find the bounded densityK such that K̂(τ) =
∫

exp(−iτ ·
ω)K(τ)dτ . Apply Bochner’s theorem again to find a bounded density f and bounded
Hermitian nonnegative-definite matrix-valued function M such that

Σ(τ) =

∫
exp(iτ · ω)f(ω)M(ω)dω

We refer the reader to Appendix C for a review of these matrix-valued spectra. Apply a
unitary eigendecomposition to each M(ω), obtain bi(ω) such that M(ω) =

∑D
i bi(ω)b∗i (ω).

Sample µ1, µ2, µ3, · · · independently and identically from f . For any fixed value of Q, we
can select a value for γ and define a mixture of QD components as follows.

M̂(ω;Q) =
1

Q

D∑
i

Q∑
k

bi(µk)b
∗
i (µk)γQK(γQ(ω − µk))

Applying Theorem 5, we may choose γQ such that M̂ almost surely converges in total varia-
tion to fM as Q→∞. Let C(τ) =

∫
exp(−iτω)M(ω)dω. The total variation convergence

of M̂ yields uniform convergence of C to Σ. One can thus achieve any degree of accuracy
by increasing Q until the uniform error drops below the desired level. Finally, to obtain a
(real-valued) spectral mixture kernel which uniformly approximates Σ, take the real part of
C.

The theorem above covers kernels of the form Rd → RD×D, though our focus here is
on kernels of the form R→ RD×D. In particular, combining Theorem 6 with Lemma 4 we
obtain the main result we sought.

Theorem 7 (Flexibility of LEG kernels) For every ξ ∈ N, ε > 0 and every Lebesgue-
integrable continuous positive definite stationary kernel Σ : R → Rn×n there exists a LEG
kernel C which is associated with a ξ-times differentiable process and differs from Σ by at
most ε.

Proof Use Theorem 6 to obtain a spectral mixture kernel, based on the Matern kernel of or-
der ξ+ 1/2 and achieving the desired accuracy. Recall that processes with such Matern-based
kernels are ξ-times-differentiable. Finally, use Lemma 4 to obtain a LEG representation of
this spectral mixture.

5. Black-box Gaussian Processes on one dimension

The theoretical results above suggest it may be possible to produce a black-box solution
for efficient parameter estimation, interpolation/extrapolation, and smoothing for Gaussian
Processes on one dimension. That is, it should be possible to design algorithms which can
robustly perform all of these tasks without requiring a user to specify anything more than
the rank Q of the LEG kernel to be learned.

To test this hypothesis, we developed a collection of algorithms to enact such a black-box
solution. We implemented these algorithms in the pure-python leggps package (https:
//github.com/jacksonloper/leg-gps). We sketch the main ideas below.
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• Perform parameter estimation by gradient descent on the likelihood. This is straightfor-
ward to implement because the space of LEG parameters is unconstrained. Although
the likelihood is not convex, we found in our experiments (see below) that random
initialization was sufficient to find good parameter estimates.

• Use dynamic programming to enable linear-time computations for likelihood, inter-
polation/extrapolation, and smoothing. Dynamic programming algorithms are the
standard tool for analyzing state-space models (Li, 2009). When properly designed,
the total computational cost of such algorithms scales linearly with the number of
observations.

• Use the Cyclic Reduction (CR) variable-ordering for this dynamic programming, in
order to obtain a parallelizable algorithm. Recall that any dynamic programming
algorithm requires the specification of the order in which variables are processed. If
one uses the time-points to order the variables (processing them one at a time along
the state-space chain) one obtains the popular Kalman Filter algorithm. Unfortunately,
this algorithm cannot be easily parallelized to take advantage of modern hardware such
as GPUs. The CR ordering, well-known in the matrix algorithms literature (Sweet,
1974), yields parallelizable algorithms with state-space models. The CR ordering
proceeds in roughly log2m stages. At each stage all the relevant dynamic programming
computations can be performed entirely in parallel. The first stage handles every other
variable (e.g. all the variables with even-valued indices). The second stage then applies
the same idea recursively, processing every other variable of that which remains. For
example, given 14 variables, the CR ordering proceeds in 5 stages, given by

1︷ ︸︸ ︷
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,

2︷ ︸︸ ︷
3, 7, 11,

3︷︸︸︷
5, 13,

4︷︸︸︷
9 ,

5︷︸︸︷
1 .

This ordering yields parallelizable dynamic programming algorithms for all of the
matrix operations necessary for computation of likelihoods, interpolation/extrapolation,
and smoothing. Details can be found in Appendix C, but here we summarize the key
operations. Let J denote a block tridiagonal matrix with n blocks of size Q. We need
to be able to compute the determinant of J , solve linear systems Jx = y, compute
y>J−1y (this can in fact be done in half the time it takes to solve Jx = y), and compute
the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks of J−1. Given k < n processors, each of these
algorithms can be completed in O(Q3n/k) clock cycles using dynamic programming
with a CR ordering.

CR has similarities to other techniques. It is intuitively similar to multigrid techniques
(Terzopoulos, 1986; Hackbusch, 2013) which have been used for Gaussian inference
in other contexts (Papandreou and Yuille, 2010; Mukadam et al., 2016; Zanella and
Roberts, 2017), but CR is a direct exact method whereas multigrid is iterative. CR is
quite similar to the associative-scan method developed by Särkkä and García-Fernández
(2019). Like CR, associative scans use parallel hardware to get exact calculations for
state-space models. In practice, we used CR because we found it easy to write the code
to calculate all the relevant quantities (e.g. posterior variances). Implementing CR in
modern software libraries (TensorFlow2 in this case) was straightforward, making it
easy to take advantage of modern hardware.

12
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• Compute the gradients of matrix exponentials efficiently using the work of Najfeld
and Havel (1995). Computation of exp(−Gτ/2) for many different values of τ can be
achieved quickly using an eigendecomposition, but the same idea cannot be directly
applied to compute the gradient of exp(−Gτ/2) with respect to G. Fortunately,
Najfeld and Havel (1995) derive an explicit expression for this gradient in terms of the
eigendecomposition of G. Details can be found in Appendix A.7.

6. Extensions

Before moving on to illustrate these results with experiments on simulated and real data, we
pause to note several useful extensions:

Nonstationary processes. We have focused on stationary processes here for simplicity.
A number of potential extensions to nonstationary processes are possible while retaining
linear-time scaling. For example, time-warped versions of a stationary processes could be
accurately modeled by a time-warped LEG model, assuming the time-warping is Lipschitz-
continuous. Benavoli and Zaffalon (2016) suggests another direction for nonstationarity
processes with state-space models, achieved by introducing determinism into the relevant
stochastic differential equations. Finally, switching linear dynamical systems and the recurrent
versions thereof offer a promising direction for moving beyond the stationary Gaussian model
(Linderman et al., 2017); the ideas presented here fit without alteration into those frameworks.

Non-Gaussian observations. Many approaches have been developed to adapt GP infer-
ence methods to non-Gaussian observations, including Laplace approximations, expectation
propagation, variational inference, and a variety of specialized Monte Carlo methods (Har-
tikainen et al., 2011; Riihimäki et al., 2014; Nguyen and Bonilla, 2014; Nishihara et al.,
2014). Many of these can be easily adapted to the LEG model, using the fact that the sum
of a block-tridiagonal matrix (from the precision matrix of the LEG prior evaluated at the
sampled data points) plus a diagonal matrix (contributed by the likelihood term of each
observed data point) is again block-tridiagonal, leading to linear-time updates (Smith and
Brown, 2003; Paninski et al., 2010; Fahrmeir and Tutz, 2013; Polson et al., 2013; Khan and
Lin, 2017; Nickisch et al., 2018).

Tree-structured domains. Just as Gaussian Markov models in discrete time can be easily
extended to Gaussian graphical models on tree-structured graphs, it is straightforward to
extend the Gaussian Markov PEG and LEG processes to stochastic processes on more general
domains with a tree topology, where message-passing can still be applied.

Multidimensional domains. We may also be able to adapt state-space models for multi-
dimensional Gaussian processes of the form x : Rd → Rn, with d > 1. Given collections of ma-
tricesN,R,B, consider the “sum-of-separable terms" kernel τ 7→

∑ζ
r=1

∏d
k=1CLEG(τk;Nrk, Rrk;Brk))

where
∏

denotes a Hadamard product. This family of kernels has a number of nice properties.
First, the Schur product theorem readily shows that such kernels are nonnegative definite.
Second, this family of kernels includes spectral mixtures of the form required by Theo-
rem 6 (so it is dense among stationary continuous Lebesgue-integrable kernels of the form
Σ : Rd → Rn×n). Finally, as shown in Appendix B, efficient computation with such kernels
is possible if our observations all lie within a (potentially irregularly-spaced) grid: the cost of
matrix-multiplication by the covariance will scale linearly with the number of points in the
grid. Preconditioned conjugate gradient methods such as those implemented in GPyTorch (cf.
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Figure 2: Popular kernels can be approximated to within 1% of their maximum
value using a rank 7 LEG model. We used gradient descent to find LEG
kernels of various ranks to match a few popular one-dimensional kernels. We also
examined two proposals from the literature for approximating these kernels with
state-space models (the Pade [2n/4n] proposal for squared exponential kernels and
the scale mixture proposal for rational quadratic kernels); in most cases we found
that gradient descent was able to find a better state-space model.

Gardner et al. (2018)) require nothing more than efficient covariance matrix-mutliplications;
this kind of approach could thus yield efficient inference algorithms for such processes.

7. Experiments

7.1 Model rank versus approximation error

To achieve an accurate approximation to a given target kernel, what rank of LEG model is
necessary? Unfortunately, we have been unable to obtain the convergence rates for Theorem
5 that would enable a firm answer to this question; rates for total variation convergence of
kernel density estimators can be challenging to obtain without additional assumptions. To
get some idea for what convergence rates can be expected, we turn to numerical experiments.

We considered several kernels: a squared exponential kernel, a triangle kernel, a rational
quadratic kernel with α = 2, a sinc kernel, and a Matern kernel of order 1. Note that Matern
kernels of half-integer order can be represented exactly with LEG kernels, but we do not
have the same guarantee for integer-order Matern kernels such as the one considered here.
Indeed, as far as we are aware, none of these kernels can be represented exactly with any
state-space model, but we will see that all of them can be approximated with reasonable
accuracy using LEG kernels.

For each target kernel, we wanted to minimize the maximum absolute difference between
the target kernel and a LEG kernels of various ranks. However, this objective is difficult
to optimize. Fortunately, the total variation (“L1”) distance between the two kernels in
Fourier space is an upper bound for the uniform error (indeed, if M,M̂ are the spectra for
C, Ĉ, then observe that supτ |Cij(τ) − Ĉij(τ)| ≤ supτ

∫
| exp(−iωτ)||Mij(ω) − M̂ij(ω)|dω).

To obtain an approximating kernel, we thus started from a random initial condition and
applied gradient descent on the total variation loss in the Fourier space.

14
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In addition to this gradient-descent approach, we also used two other proposals from
the literature. Särkkä and Solin (2019) give a proposal based on Padé approximants to
approximate squared exponential kernels using state space models; per Lemma 4, this
proposal can be interpreted as a particular choice of LEG kernel designed to approximate
the squared exponential kernel. Similarly, Särkkä and Solin (2019) give a proposal for a
state-space representation of rational quadratic kernels using a mixture of approximate
squared exponential kernels.

The results are summarized in Figure 2. With the exception of the triangle kernel, all
kernels could be uniformly matched within .01 by a LEG kernel of rank 7; the triangle
kernel could be uniformly matched within .01 by a LEG kernel of rank 13. Given that
the ground-truth kernel is rarely known exactly in any case, this suggests a rank-7 LEG
kernel may often be sufficient in practice. The triangle kernel was the most difficult to
match, perhaps because of its discontinuous derivative. In most cases the proposals from the
literature yielded higher error than the LEG kernels found by gradient descent, though for
rank-12 kernels gradient descent was unable to find a model with less error than the Padé
approximant. A cleverer optimization strategy might yield numerically stable low-rank LEG
kernels that are even more accurate than the ones presented here. In future we hope to
investigate better strategies for initialization and optimization.

7.2 Parameter estimation from simulated data

Given a set of data drawn from a stationary Gaussian Process, Section 5 proposes to estimate
the covariance of this process by using gradient descent to seek a maximum-likelihood LEG
model for that data. We will call this the “maximum-likelihood-based LEG estimator,”
although the likelihood is not convex and gradient descent may not find the global maximum-
likelihood estimator. Will this estimator be accurate? Theorem 7 suggests it might be,
especially given unlimited data and sufficiently high choice of rank. However, we have no
theorem on this subject. Any such theorem would require us to specify how the rank Q
should grow as the amount of data grows; in future we hope to explore this question more
thoroughly. For now, we turn to numerical experiments.

We examine six kernels: the sum of a Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Rational
Quadratic (RQ) kernels, an RBF kernel multiplied by cosine, the sum of an RBF kernel
with one-fifth of an RQ kernel, the product of a cosine with the previous kernel, a triangle
kernel, and the product of an RBF kernel with a high-frequency cosine. In each case we draw
eighteen-thousand observations, each taken .1 units apart from the next. We then attempt
to estimate the true covariance of the model from these observations.

We compare the maximum-likelihood-based LEG estimator with two other approaches:
the Celerité approach and an approach based on spectral mixtures of squared-exponential
kernels. We estimated Celerité parameters using the celerite2 package and estimated the SM
parameters using the gpytorch package. All three families include a “rank” hyperparameter
(i.e. the rank of LEG models, the number of terms in a Celerité kernel, and the number
of mixtures in an SM kernel); in order to give all models the best chance, we exhaustively
searched over values of this rank hyperparameter and selected the model with the best
likelihood on six thousand held-out samples (the best LEG kernels were of rank 7-11, the best
Celerité kernels were of rank 6-7, and the best SM kernels were of rank 4-8). The Spectral
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Figure 3: The maximum-likelihood-based LEG estimator is accurate in simula-
tions. We tried to learn covariance kernels from data, using maximum likelihood
with three different model families: LEG, Celerité, and spectral mixtures of squared
exponential kernels. We found the LEG and spectral mixture families yielded
comparable accuracy (though the spectral mixture methods are slower as they
have no state-space representation); the Celerité estimates performed a bit worse,
exhibiting some spurious cyclic activity.

Mixture kernels and the LEG kernels appear to perform comparably; the Celerité family is
designed for periodic astronomical phenomena, and has a corresponding inductive bias that
leads it to estimate overlarge periodic components. These results are summarized in Figure
3. The LEG and spectral mixture kernels perform comparably (though the spectral mixture
kernels do not have a state-space representation and took longer to train), and the Celerité
approach (designed for periodic astronomical phenomena) exhibited some spurious cyclic
activity. In brief, we see no sign that the LEG family carries a problematic inductive bias for
parameter estimation.

7.3 Learning, smoothing, and interpolating on real-world data

7.3.1 Interpolation for the Mauna Loa CO2 dataset

To check whether LEG parameterization can capture periodic covariances, we turned to the
Mauna Loa CO2 dataset. For the last sixty years, the monthly average atmosphere CO2

concentrations at the the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii have been recorded (Keeling
and Whorf, 2005). This dataset is interesting because it features two different kinds of
structures: an overall upward trend and a yearly cycle. To test the ability of the LEG model
to learn these kinds of structures from data, we trained a rank-5 LEG kernel on all the data
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Figure 4: LEG processes interpolate and extrapolate well across long timescales.
It appears that a rank-5 LEG model is sufficient to capture the linear and periodic
trends in the Mauna Loa CO2 dataset. Above we compare the true observations
with interpolations made by the LEG model. The gray areas encompass one and
two predictive standard deviations, i.e. the LEG model’s uncertainty in forecasting
and extrapolating what out-of-sample observations would look like.

before 1980 and all the data after 2000. We then asked the LEG model to interpolate what
happened in the middle and forecast what the concentration might look like in the next
twenty years.

The results are shown in Figure 4. It is encouraging that the LEG predictions interpo-
late adequately from 1980 to 2000. Even though the LEG process is given no exogenous
information about “years” or “seasons,” it correctly infers the number of number of bumps
between 1980 and 2000. This example shows that the LEG model is sufficiently flexible to
learn unanticipated structures in the data.

7.3.2 Smoothing for a Hippocampal place-cell dataset

Finally, we wanted to check whether the LEG approach for covariance estimation might
introduce any strange artifacts when applied to irregularly-spaced data.

We looked at observations from neural spiking data (Grosmark and Buzsáki, 2016). In
this data a rat’s position in a one-dimensional maze is reported on a regular schedule, around
40 times per second. At each time-step, each neuron may be silent or may fire (“spike”) some
number of times. For each neuron, we would like to estimate the “tuning curve” – a function
which takes in positions and returns the expected number of spikes as a function of the
rat’s position. With no smoothness assumptions on this function, the problem is impossible;
the rat is never observed at exactly the same place twice. However, it is unclear how much
smoothness should be assumed. Gaussian Processes offer a natural way to automatically learn
an appropriate level of smoothness from the data itself. Note that the observed positions
do not fall into a regularly spaced grid, so classical approaches such as the ARMA model
cannot be directly applied.

Here we model this tuning curve using a PEG process, z ∼ PEG(N,R). In this view,
each data-point from the experiment constitutes a noisy observation of z. When the rat is at
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Figure 5: LEG processes can smooth irregularly spaced neural data. Ten thousand
irregularly spaced observations suggest that the firing rates of Hippocampal neurons
are modulated by the rat’s position in a maze. However, the modulation strength
visible in the raw data is weak. By smoothing this data with a LEG process we
can see the trend more clearly. How much should we smooth? By training a rank-5
LEG process we can determine a smoothness level automatically. The gray areas
indicate the LEG model’s posterior uncertainty about the estimated tuning curve.

position t we model the distribution on the number of spikes observed in a small timebin
as a Gaussian, with mean Bz(t) and variance ΛΛ>. (It would be interesting to apply a
non-Gaussian observation model here, as in, e.g., (Smith and Brown, 2003; Rahnama Rad
and Paninski, 2010; Savin and Tkacik, 2016; Gao et al., 2016), and references therein; as
noted in section 6, linear-time approximate inference is feasible in this setting and is an
important direction for future work.) For each neuron we train the parameters of a separate
LEG model. We can then look at the posterior distribution on the underlying tuning curve
z. The posterior mean of this process for various neurons is shown in Figure 5. We also
represent one standard-deviation of the posterior variance of z with gray shading. Fitting
the LEG model and looking at the posterior under the learned model appears to yield an
effective Empirical Bayes approach for this kind of data.

7.4 Speed

In theory, the algorithms proposed in Section 5 should scale linearly with the number of
samples. However, we wanted to check if there might be constant computational costs that
might make this result irrelevant in practice. To do so, we measured how long it took to
compute the likelihood for a PEG model. We varied both the number of observations and
the rank. In each case we used an m5-24xlarge machine on Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Overall, the empirical scaling appeared consistent with the theoretical predictions of
linear scaling. The likelihood of one million observations from a rank-3 model could be
computed in 0.25 seconds, and one billion observations could be computed in 195 seconds.
We saw similar trends across models of other ranks; the results are summarized in Figure 6.
Note that for smaller datasets we actually observed a sublinear scaling (i.e. a slope of less
than one on the log-log plot) that turns linear for larger values of m.
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Figure 6: Walltime for evaluating PEG likelihoods. How long does it take to compute
the likelihood for a PEG model on an m5.24xlarge machine on the Amazon AWS
service? We compare times for different ranks (Q) and different numbers of blocks
(# Observations). For example, the likelihood for one billion observations with
Q = 3 can be computed in three and a half minutes.

We also wanted to check whether the algorithms proposed in Section 5 would make ade-
quate use of parallel hardware. We compared the leggps package with two alternatives: pylds
(a single-threaded C package for state-space models) and pyro.distributions.GaussianHMM
(a parallel associative-scan package for state-space models). We also investigated how perfor-
mance varied between CPU-only hardware and GPU hardware. These experiments yielded
three main findings:

• GPU hardware is faster than any number of CPU cores – but with enough samples it
becomes impossible to keep everything in GPU memory, so it is not easy to use GPUs
to directly compute likelihoods on billions of observations. If the process is expected to
mix well within a few million observations, this difficulty can be circumvented by using
batches of a few million observations at a time; it may even be possible to learn the
parameters using a subset of the data. Once the model is learned on the GPU using this
batch-approach, exact smoothing for a much larger dataset can be performed on the
CPU. However, if the process has extremely long-range dependencies, new approaches
would be necessary. One option would be to break the data into tiles and move the
relevant tensors in and out of GPU memory as necessary to compute the relevant
quantities. We hope to explore these possibilities in the future.

• CR and associative-scan methods seem to have roughly the same runtimes. Likely as
not, any difference in runtime reflects a difference in implementation details (e.g. the
GHMM package was written in PyTorch, but leggps was written in TensorFlow).

• When the number of observations is less than 200, the single-threaded pylds package
can be slightly faster.

To obtain these results, we used two different measures of speed. To compare CR with
associative-scans, we evaluated the time required to compute the gradient of the likelihood
of a state-space model with respect to its parameters. To compare with pylds, we evaluated
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Figure 7: leggps computes with state-of-the-art speed. Here we evaluate time required
to perform two key tasks for inference and learning with state-space models. In each
case we assume Q = 5, D = 4; we found similar results for other dimensionalities.
We look at three different packages: pyro.distributions.GaussianHMM (Pyro),
pylds (pylds), and leggps (CR). We also look at two different types of hardware
on Amazon ec2: m5.24xlarge machines (96 cores with 384 gigabytes of RAM) and
p3.2xlarge (one Nvidia V100 GPU). These plots suggest three overall findings:
Pyro and CR perform comparably, a single GPU is much faster than any number
of CPUs, and pylds can be faster when the number of observations is small.

the time required to compute posterior variances. We did not use the same benchmark for
both packages because the pylds package does not compute gradients and the GaussianHMM
package does not compute posterior variances.

The times are summarized in Figure 7. Several remarks are in order about these plots:

• When the number of observations is large, the GPU architecture is unable to finish the
computations due to RAM limitations.

• We did not run pylds on very large datasets due to the prohibitive time costs.

• We used Amazon hardware to perform our tests. We used m5.24xlarge machines to
represent CPU computation (96 cores from Intel Xeon Platinum 8000 processors, 384
gigabytes of memory), and p3.2xlarge machines to represent GPU computation (one
Nvidia Tesla V100 processor with 16 gigabytes of memory). Note that the pylds
package is single-threaded in nature, and unable to take advantage of the 96 cores
offered by the m5.24xlarge; this package achieves essentially the same times even with
much more modest machines such as the m5.large machine.

8. Conclusions

We here provide several advances for Gaussian Processes on one dimension. First, we show
that the LEG model (a particularly tractable continuous-time Gaussian hidden Markov
process) can be used to approximate any GP with a stationary integrable continuous kernel,
enabling linear runtime scaling in the number of observations. Second, we develop a new
unconstrained parameterization of continuous-time state-space models, making it easy to
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use simple gradient-descent methods. Finally, we develop a simple package for learning,
interpolation, and smoothing with such models; this package uses Cyclic Reduction to achieve
rapid runtimes on modern hardware. We believe these advances will open up a wide variety
of new applications for GP modeling in highly data-intensive areas involving data sampled
at high rates and/or over long intervals, including geophysics, astronomy, high-frequency
trading, molecular biology, neuroscience, and more.
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Appendix A. Computations with block-tridiagonal matrices using Cyclic
Reduction (CR)

Let J be the symmetric positive-definite block-tridiagonal matrix, defined blockwise by

J =


R0 OT0 0 · · ·
O0 R1 OT1
0 O1 R2
...

. . .


We would like to be able to compute efficiently with J . To do so, we can decompose J
using what is called a “Cyclic Reduction” ordering. This ordering is well-known among those
well-acquainted with parallel matrix algorithms Sweet (1974). However, as far as we are
aware the literature currently lacks a precise specification of how this ordering can be used
for the particular algorithms needed in our application. For the benefit of the reader, we
present a self-contained summary here.
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Definition 8 (Cyclic Reduction) For each m, let Pm

Pm =


I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I

. . .


denote the permutation matrix which selects every other block of a matrix with m blocks. Let

Qm =


0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0

. . .


denote the complementary matrix, which takes the other half of the blocks.

The Cyclic Reduction of a block-tridiagonal matrix J with m blocks is defined recursively
by

L = CyclicReduction (J,m) =
(
P Tm QTm

)( D 0

U L̃

)
D = Cholesky

(
PmJP

>
m

)
U = QmJP

T
mD

−>

J̃ = QmJQ
T
m − U>U

L̃ = CyclicReduction
(
J̃ , dm/2e

)
Note that the P,Q matrices select subsets of blocks of the matrices involved. For example, it
is straightforward to show that PmJP>m is block-diagonal, with blocks given by R0, R2, R4, · · · .
The matrix QmJQ>m is also block-tridiagonal, with blocks given by R1, R3, R5, · · · . The matrix
QmJP

>
m is upper block-didiagonal (i.e. it has diagonal blocks and one set of upper off-diagonal

blocks); the diagonal blocks are given by O0, O2, O4, · · · and the upper off-diagonal blocks are
given by O1, O3, O5, · · · .

For this recursive algorithm to make sense, we need that J̃ is also block-tridiagonal – but
this is always true if J is block-tridiagonal. The recursion terminates when J has exactly one
block. For this we define the base-case

CyclicReduction (J, 1) = Cholesky(J)

Proposition 1 Let L = CyclicReduction (J, n). Then LL> = J .

Proof By induction. For the case n = 1 the algorithm works because the Cholesky
decomposition works.
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Now let us assume the algorithm works for all ñ < n. We will show it works for m. Let

L =
(
P Tm QTm

)( D 0

U L̃

)
D = Cholesky

(
PmJP

>
m

)
U = QmJP

T
mD

−>

J̃ = QmJQ
T
m − U>U

L̃ = CyclicReduction
(
J̃ , dm/2e

)
By induction L̃L̃> = J̃ . Thus

LLT =
(
P Tm QTm

)( D 0

U L̃

)(
DT UT

0 L̃T

)(
Pm
Qm

)
=
(
P Tm QTm

)( DDT DUT

UDT UUT + L̃L̃T

)(
Pm
Qm

)
=
(
P Tm QTm

)( PmJP
T
m ����

DD−1PmJQ
T
m

QmJP
T
m�����
D−TDT ���UUT +QmJQ

T
m −���UUT

)(
Pm
Qm

)
= J

This decomposition enables efficient computations with J . Below we describe all of the
relevant algorithms (including the CR decomposition algorithm itself) from an algorithms
point of view, giving runtimes for each. We will see that all operation counts scale linearly
in the number of blocks. We will also discuss parallelization; as we shall see, almost all of
the work of a Cyclic Reduction iteration can be done in parallel across the m blocks of J .
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A.1 Cyclic Reduction

Algorithm 1: decompose
input : rblocks,oblocks,m – the diagonal and lower off-diagonal blocks of a

block-tridiagonal matrix J which has m blocks
output : dlist,flist,glist– a representation of the CR decomposition of J

1 if m = 1 then
2 return [Cholesky(R0)], [], []
3 else
4 Adopt the notation Ri =rblocks[i] and Oi =oblocks[i];
5 Let

D ,

 D0 0 0
0 D1

. . .

 ,

 Cholesky (R0) 0 0
0 Cholesky (R2)

. . .


and store the diagonal blocks of D in dblocks;

6 Let

U ←


O0D

−T
0 O1D

−T
1 0 · · · 0

0 O2D
−T
1 O3D

−T
2

0 0 O4D
−T
2

. . .
...

. . .


and store diagonal and upper-off-diagonal blocks of U in (fblocks,gblocks);

7 Let

J̃ =

 R1 0 0
0 R3

. . .

− UU>
and store the diagonal and lower-offdiagonal blocks of J̃ in
newrblocks,newoblocks;

8 newdlist,newflist,newglist ← decompose(newrblocks,newoblocks,len(newrblocks));
9 return

concat([dblocks],newdlist),concat([fblocks],newflist),concat([gblocks],newglist);
10 end

Observe that the dlist,flist,glist returned by this algorithm stores everything we would
need to reconstruct the CyclicReduction(J).

How long does this algorithm take?

• Step 5 requires we compute m Cholesky decompositions

• Step 6 requires m− 1 triangular solves

• Step 7 has two components. First we must compute the diagonal and lower-off-diagonal
blocks of UU> (which requires about m matrix-multiplies and m matrix additions).
Second we must compute bm/2c matrix subtractions.
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• Step 8 requires we run the CR algorithm on a problem with bm/2c blocks.

Let C(m) denote overall number of operations for a Cyclic Reduction on an m-block
matrix. Since steps 7, 8, and 9 require O(m) operations, we have that there exists some c
such that

C(m) ≤ cm+ C(bn/2c) C(1) ≤ c

from which we see that C(m) < 2cm,1 i.e. the computation scales linearly in m.
What about parallelization? To compute steps 5-7 we need to compute many small

Cholesky decompositions, compute many small triangular solves, compute many small matrix
multiplies. These are all common problems, and fast algorithms exist for achieving these
goals on multiple CPU cores or using GPUs.

A.2 Solving Lx = b

This algorithm uses the tuple (dlist,flist,glist) representing a Cyclic Reduction L on a matrix
with m blocks to compute L−1b.
Algorithm 2: halfsolve
input : dlist,flist,glist,b,m
output : x = L−1b

1 Adopt the notation D is the block-diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are given
by dlist[0] ;

2 Adopt the notation that U is the upper didiagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are
given by flist[0] and whose upper off-diagonal blocks are given by glist[0];

3 if m = 1 then
4 return x = D−1b
5 else
6 x1 ← D−1Pmb;
7 x2 ← halfsolve(dlist[1:],flist[1:],glist[1:],Qmb− Ux1,bm/2c);
8 return

x =

(
x1

x2

)
9 end

Note that step 6 requires O(m) operations, the base case requires O(1) operations, and
step 7 is a recursion on a problem of half-size. The overall computation thus scales linearly
in m. Moreover, step 6 can be understood as m independent triangular solves, all of which
can be solved completely independently (this algorithm is thus easy to parallelize across
many cores).

1. One way to see this is by induction. For the base case, we have C(1) ≤ c. Then, under the inductive
hypothesis, we have that C(m) < c(m+ 2m/2) = 2cm. In general for all the recursive algorithms that
follow, to prove linear-time it will suffice to show that the non-recursive steps require O(m) time.
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A.3 Solving L>x = b

This algorithm uses the tuple (dlist,flist,glist) representing a Cyclic Reduction L on a matrix
with m blocks to compute L−>b.
Algorithm 3: backhalfsolve
input : dlist,flist,glist,b,m
output : x = L−>b

1 Adopt the notation D is the block-diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are given
by dlist[-1] (i.e. the last entry in dlist);

2 Adopt the notation that U is the upper didiagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are
given by flist[-1] and whose upper off-diagonal blocks are given by glist[-1];

3 if m = 1 then
4 return x = D−T b
5 else
6 x̃2 ← backhalfsolve(dlist[:-1],flist[:-1],glist[:-1],b,bm/2c);
7 x̃1 ← D−>(Pnb− U>x̃2);
8 return

x =
(
P>n Q>n

)( x̃1

x̃2

)
9 end

Just like the halfsolve algorithm, the cost of backhalfsolve scales linearly in m and is easy
to parallelize across the m blocks.

A.4 Solving Jx = b

1. First solve Ly = b using halfsolve.

2. Then solve LTx = y using backhalfsolve.

Then
Jx = LLTx = Ly = b

as desired.

A.5 Computing determinants

The determinant of a block-Cholesky decomposition is just the square of the product
of the determinants of the diagonal blocks. Thus if (dlist,flist,glist) represents the CR
decomposition of J we have that the determinant of J is given by the square of the products
of the determinants of all the matrices in dlist. This can be done in parallel across all of the
m blocks, requiring O(m) operations in total.
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A.6 Computing the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks of the inverse

Algorithm 4: invblocks
input : dlist,flist,glist
output : diags,offdiags – the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks of J

1 Adopt the notation D is the block-diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are given
by dlist[-1] (i.e. the last entry in dlist);

2 Adopt the notation that U is the upper didiagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are
given by flist[-1] and whose upper off-diagonal blocks are given by glist[-1];

3 if m = 1 then
4 return [D−TD−1],[]
5 else
6 subd,suboff ← invblocks(dlist[:-1],flist[:-1],glist[:-1]);
7 Adopt the notation that Σ̃ is a matrix whose diagonal blocks are given by subd

and whose lower off-diagonal blocks are given by suboff;
8 Let SUDid store the diagonal blocks of Σ̃UD−1;
9 Let DitUtSo store the upper-off-diagonal blocks of D−>U>Σ̃;

10 Let DitUtSUDid store the diagonal blocks of D−>U>Σ̃UD−1;
11 Let

diags←
(
P>n Q>n

)( DitUtSUDid
subd

)
where DitUtSUid and subd are understood as tall columns of matrices. For
example, if each block is `× `, we understand DitUtSUDid as a dm/2e × `
matrix;

12 Let

offdiags←
(
P>n Q>n

)( SUDid
DitUtSo

)
where SUDid and DitUtSo are understood as tall columns of matrices;

13 return diags,offdiags;
14 end

The cost of this algorithm scales linearly in m because steps 7-11 require O(m) operations.
To see how this can be so, recall that U is block didiagonal and D is block diagonal. Thus,
for example, step 8 involves ΣUD−1. Computing this entire matrix would be quite expensive.
However, U is block didiagonal and we only need the diagonal blocks of the result, so we can
get what we need in linear time and we only need to know the diagonal and off-diagonal
blocks of Σ. As in the other algorithms, note that all of the steps can be done in parallel
across the m blocks.
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Why does this algorithm work? As usual, let

L = CyclicReduction (J,m) =
(
P Tm QTm

)( D 0

U L̃

)
D = Cholesky

(
PmJP

>
m

)
U = QmJP

>
mD

−>

J̃ = QmJQ
>
m − U>U

L̃ = CyclicReduction
(
J̃ , dm/2e

)
Now let Σ̃ = J̃−1. It follows that

J−1 =

(
Pn
Qn

)(
D−TD−1 +D−>U>Σ̃UD−1 −D−>U>Σ̃

−Σ̃UD−1 Σ̃

)(
P Tn Q>n

)
So to compute the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks of J−1 we just need to collect all the
relevant blocks from the the inner matrix on the RHS of the equation above. However, all of
the relevant blocks can be calculated using only the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks of Σ̃.
This is what the invblocks algorithm does.

A.7 Gradients of matrix exponentials

In order to learn LEG models via gradient descent we will need to be able to compute gradients
with respect to the parameters. Most of these gradients can be computed automatically
through a package such as TensorFlow. There is one gradient which standard packages
will compute inefficiently. For many different values of t, we need to compute the value of
exp(−tG). By default, most packages will simply compute all the matrix exponentials for
each t separately, which is quite expensive. However, all these matrix exponentials can be
computed much more efficiently if G is first diagonalized. On the other hand, differentiating
through diagonalization isn’t very stable. To get the gradients we need in a fast and stable
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manner we need to special-case the gradient-computation algorithm using Theorem 4.8 of
Najfeld and Havel (1995). We outline the relevant algorithm, below.
Algorithm 5: expm
input :G (a square matrix), tlist (a list of scalars)
output : rez (the value of exp(tG) for each t in tlist), grad (a corresponding

gradient-evaluating function)
1 Λ, U ← eigendecomposition(G);
2 Ui← U−1;
3 rezmjk ←

∑
r UjrUirk exp(Λrtlistm);

4 grad ← (M 7→ expmgrad(Λ, U,Ui, rez,M))

Algorithm 6: expmgrad
input :G,Λ,U ,Ui,rez,M ,tlist
output : gradG (mjk 7→

∑
jkMkr(∂ exp(tlistmG)kr/∂Gij)

1 and gradt (m 7→
∑

jkMkr(∂ exp(tG)kr/∂t|t=tlistm)
2 Φmij ← limλ→Λi

(exp(λtlistm)− exp(Λjtlistm)/(λ− Λj);
3 Hij ←

∑
m Φmij(U

>MmUi>)ij ;
4 sand← Ui>HU>;
5 return <(sand);

Appendix B. Matrix-multiplication by Kronecker-Hadamard product of
PEG kernels on a grid

The ideas introduced in this paper may also facilitate inference for GPs of the form Rd →
RD. For example, efficient computation is possible for kernels of the separable form τ 7→∏d
k=1CLEG(τk;Nk, Rk, Bk); efficient matrix multiplication by the covariance matrices induced

by sums of such kernels can be achieved by taking advantage of the special structure of the
constituent LEG kernels, as shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 9 Let Ω =
∏d
k{τk1, τk2 · · · τkm} ⊂ Rd denote a grid and {N1 · · ·Nd}, {R1 · · ·Rd}, {B1 · · ·Bd}

denote collections of Q×Q matrices. For each k let Kk denote the m×Q×m×Q tensor such
that Kk(u, i, v, j) is equal to the value at row i and column j of CLEG(τku − τkv;Nk, Rk, Bk).
Let Σ denote the m×m · · · ×Q×m×m · · · ×Q tensor such that

Σ(u1, u2, · · ·ud, i, v1, v2 · · · vd, j) =

d∏
k=1

Kk(uk, i, vk, j).

Let x denote any m×m · · · ×Q tensor. Let y denote the m×m · · · ×Q tensor defined by

y(u, i) =
∑
v,j

Σ(u, i, v, j)x(v, j).

For any fixed N,R,B, the cost of evaluating y is O(md) as a function of the width m of the
grid Ω.
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Proof We compute y by applying the operators K1, · · · ,Kd one at a time.

y(u, i) =

Q∑
j

m∑
v1

· · ·
m∑
vd

(∏
k

Kk(uk, i, vk, j)

)
x(v, j)

=

Q∑
j

m∑
v1

· · ·
m∑
vd−1

(
d−1∏
k

Kd(uk, i, vk, j)

)
m∑
vd

Kk(ud, i, vd, j)x(v, j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
,ξd(v1···vd−1,ud,i,j)

If Kd had no special structure, computing the m×m×· · ·Q×Q tensor ξ would require md−1

matrix-vector multiplications, each costing O(m2). However, as shown above, multiplications
with with LEG kernels can be achieved with cost O(m). It follows that ξ can in fact be
computed with O(md) cost. Once this is computed, we proceed as follows.

y(u, i) =

Q∑
j

m∑
v1

· · ·
m∑
vd−2

(
d−2∏
k

Kk(uk, i, vk, j)

)
m∑
vd−1

Kd−1(ud−1, i, vd−1, j)ξd(v1 · · · vd−1, ud, i, j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
,ξd−1(v1,v2···ud−1,ud,i,j

)

As before, computing the tensor ξd−1 requires only a O(md) cost.
We can continue in this way for d steps, finally arriving at y with O(md) cost, as desired.

Therefore, matrix-vector multiplication with these separable multi-dimensional LEG
kernels scales linearly with the number of grid points; it thus follows trivially that matrix-
vector multiplication with finite sums of these separable multi-dimensional LEG kernels will
also scale linearly with the number of grid points.

Appendix C. Known results

C.1 Spectra of Gaussian Processes of the form x : R→ Rn

Let Σ : Rd → Rn×n denote the covariance kernel of some Gaussian Process. The spectrum
of Σ admits a few properties which we use in our results.

Lemma 10 (Spectra of Gaussian Processes)

• There exists a complex matrix-valued measure M̃(dω) such that

Σ(τ) =

∫
exp(−iτ · ω)M̃(dω)

• For any interval (a, b), M̃(a, b) is Hermitian and nonnegative-definite.

• If Σ is continuous and Lebesgue-integrable, M̃ is absolutely continuous with respect
to Lebesgue measure on ω. In particular, it admits the representation M̃(dω) =
f(ω)M(ω)dω for a bounded probability density f and a bounded Hermitian nonnegative-
definite-valued function M .
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Proof See Cramér (1940).

C.2 Covariance and Spectra of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Processes

Lemma 11 Let z denote a stationary zero-mean process satisfying z(t) = z(0)+
∫ t

0

(
−1

2Gz(s)ds+Ndw(s)
)
,

where w is a standard Brownian motion. Then

1. The stationary covariance, P∞ = E[z(0)z(0)>], satisfies

1

2

(
GP∞ + P∞G

>
)

= NN>.

2. The covariance C(τ) = E[z(τ)z(0)>] is given below.

C(τ) =

{
exp

(
−1

2G |τ |
)
P∞ if τ ≥ 0

P∞ exp
(
−1

2G
> |τ |

)
if τ ≤ 0

3. Define the spectrum S as the unique function satisfying C(τ) =
∫∞
−∞ S(ω) exp (−iωτ).

If the real part of the eigenvalues of G are strictly positive, the spectrum satisfies the
following.

S(ω) =
1

2π

[(
1

2
G− iωI

)−1

P∞ + P∞

(
1

2
G> + iωI

)−1
]

=
1

2π

(
1

2
G− iωI

)−1

NN>
(

1

2
G> + iωI

)−1

Proof In turn.

1. Observe that this matrix equation corresponds to the fixed point equation for the
Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to this stochastic differential equation (Artemiev
and Averina, 1997).

2. Vatiwutipong and Phewchean (2019) give that E[z(t)|z(0)] = exp(−Gt/2)z(0). Thus

E[z(t)z(0)>] = E[E[z(t)|z(0)]z(0)] = exp(−G>t/2)P∞

as desired.

3. Applying the Fourier inversion formula, we obtain that

S(ω) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

exp(iωτ)C(τ)dτ

as long as such an integral converges. Since C is itself defined differently for t ≥ 0 and
t ≤ 0, it is convenient to split this into parts. First the positive part.∫ ∞

0
eiωτC(τ)dτ =

(∫ ∞
0

eτ(iωI−G/2)dτ

)
P∞ = (G/2− iωI)−1P∞
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Note that this integral does indeed converge, since we have assumed the real part of the
eigenvalues of G are strictly positive. By the same reasoning, the negative part takes
the form P∞(G>/2 + iωI)−1. This yields the first expression for S(ω). The second
expression follows by using part 1 of this Lemma.

C.3 Glick’s Lemma

Lemma 12 (Glick’s extension of Scheffe’s lemma) Let (Ω,F , π) a probability measure
space. Let h1, h2, h3 · · · denote a sequence of F-measurable functions of the form h` :
Rd × Ω → R. Let h∞ : Rd → R another function. For Lebesgue-almost-every x and
π-almost-every ω, assume that lim`→∞ h`(x, ω), h2(x, ω) = h∞(x). For π-almost-every ω,
assume that lim`→∞

∫
|h1(x, ω)|dx =

∫
|h∞(x, ω)|dx. Then, for π-almost-every ω, we have

that
lim
`→∞

∫
|h`(x, ω)− h∞(x)|dx = 0

Proof Apply Scheffe’s lemma for each ω. This observation is generally credited to Glick
(Glick, 1974).
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